Kitchen accessoires
Press Release
Second award for metal air duct system from Naber
®

For the particularly stable metal air duct system COMPAIR STEEL flow , the kitchen
specialist Naber is to receive the rating "Special Mention" in the category "Kitchen" of the
German Design Award 2019. The jury for the internationally acclaimed award, consisting of
renowned German design experts, honours the design quality of the kitchen ventilation
system, which meets the higher requirements of international fire protection regulations for
kitchen ventilation installations.
®

COMPAIR STEEL flow can be laid invisibly in floors and floor ceilings and withstands a
walk-on load of 100 kilograms. It is also attractive when laid visibly in kitchen areas
furnished in the industrial look. This air duct system is deemed comprehensive and
sustainable because it is compatible with all cooker hoods and extractor fans and is
completely recyclable.
Naber explains everything you need to pay attention to when selecting and installing a
kitchen ventilation system on a website that went online in September 2018. Consumers as
well as planners and craftsmen will find understandable expert knowledge and numerous
practical tips in words and pictures at www.compair-flow.com.
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Naber GmbH
A dynamically growing company within the
kitchen accessories sector. More than 3,500
accessories items belong to the product range.
Numerous internationally recognised design
awards underline the innovative power of the
family-owned business which is successful for
decades.
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Hans-Joachim Naber is the tireless driving
force behind the development and realisation
of innovative products.
Ingrid Naber unerringly controls the areas human
resources, organisation and finance.
Lasse Naber shapes the future direction of the
company with drive and vitality.
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